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Book Review

Determinants of InnoÕation. The Message from
( )New Indicators. A. Kleinknecht Ed. , Macmillan

Press, London, 1996, 171 pp. ISBN 0-333-64800-5.

As the editor of this book points out, innovation
research has long been hampered by two problems.
First, because of the need for secrecy, few re-
searchers gained access to firm-level innovation data.
Second, most data sources were confined to two
standard indicators: patents and R&D. Both have
their well-known deficiencies. Since the 1980s, there
have been considerable efforts to develop new indi-
cators. In 1993, the Community Innovation Survey
Ž .CIS was carried-out in almost all West European
countries, using a new harmonised questionnaire
covering several newly developed innovation indica-
tors.

Divided over six chapters, the book presents the
results of empirical studies mainly based on CIS-data

Žfrom four countries: Germany chapter by Felder,
.Licht, Nerlinger and Stahl , The Netherlands

Ž .Brouwer and Kleinknecht, Vossen and Nooteboom ,
Ž .France Crepon, Duguet and Kabla , and Switzerland´

Ž .Arvanitis and Hollenstein .
Which new indicators are introduced? The analy-

ses cover measures of informal and small-scale
R&D, non-R&D innovation costs, shares in total
sales of imitative and innovative products, and of
products in different stages of their life cycle, new
product announcements in trade journals, and quali-
tative information on the economic and technical
impacts of innovation. Obviously, these indicators
are an extension of innovation input measures on the
one hand, while efforts have been made to develop

more sophisticated measures of innovation output on
the other.

What are the messages derived from these new
indicators? Several interesting results are presented
in the book. First, irrespective to differences of

Ž .aggregation level firm, sector and independent of
differences in operationalisations, there proved to be
a positive impact of technological potential and tech-
nology-push variables on innovation. Second, the
same was true of the positive impact of variables
describing appropriability. Third, new evidence is
presented on Schmookler’s ‘demand-pull’ hypothe-
sis. Nearly all the results of the estimates provided
strong support for demand-pull. This effective de-
mand effect was particularly relevant for innovation
in small and medium-sized firms. Fourth, it was
found that the evidence on the relation between firm
size and innovation intensity was not consistent. If
innovation intensity was measured the conventional

Ž .way undercounting small-scale R&D , R&D ex-
penditures increased proportionally with firm size.
This was in contrast with several other outcomes
presented in the book. The probability for example
that a firm will have some sales of innovative prod-
ucts is generally lower in smaller firms. However,
among the firms that have some sales of innovative
products, the share of innovative products in total
sales tends to be higher in smaller firms. The results
presented in the book regarding the relation between
market structure and innovation were also ambigu-
ous. Positive, negative and no relations were found
by the researchers in the book.

I certainly encourage people who take interest in
the empirical analysis of innovation to read this
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book. Most chapters are well-written and contain
much of interest both for researchers and technology
policy-makers. The value of the book lies in the
in-depth analysis of innovative behaviour concerning
firm-level data and a broad range of multivariate
analytical tools. Two points of criticism have to be
made. First, an important theoretical and empirical
issue is not given much attention in the book. The
innovation process of firms can be modelled as the

Ž .relations between input e.g., R&D effort , through-
Žput, and output e.g., shares of innovative products in

.total sales . The throughput part in particular, i.e.,
the way inputs are actually used in the innovation
process, receives little theoretical and empirical at-
tention. Maybe future research can elaborate on this
issue. Second, the book represents a tradition of what

Ž .Patel and Pavitt 1995 once called ‘‘too much num-
bers without theory’’. The theoretical frameworks in
several chapters are not well-developed and vary.
The editor of the book is conscious of this problem

Ž .when he sighs p. 5 , ‘‘agreement on a common
model was, of course, not reached’’.

Leon Oerlemans
Department of Technology Management
Eindhoven University of Technology
P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven
the Netherlands
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Akira Goto and Hiroyuki Odagiri, eds. InnoÕation
in Japan, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1997, pp. 307

After the heavy diet of doom predictions about
Japan’s future served up by the Financial Times and
the Economist, it makes a pleasant change to read a
book of essays on the technological performance of
the Japanese economy written mostly before the pall
of gloom reached its present thickness. Even Goto’s
introduction only rehearses the themes already com-
mon in the Japanese technology literature at the
height of the last boom: don’t be complacent; incre-
mentalism gets you so far and no further; Japan
needs more basic research; it also needs venture-
business enterepreneurs, and the patterns of labour

mobility and the stronger protection of intellectual
property which will help to produce them.

Most of the essays are concerned with what has
brought Japan to its present state of affluence. Waka-
sugi elaborates the well-known story of Japan’s gov-
ernment-directed technology importation with some
interesting analyses of its relation to domestic R&D
and of inter-industry differences. Baba et al. describe
the pre-history of engineering perfectionism—how
the use of accurate guages had to contend with a
secretive craftsman tradition—with some rather ob-
scure thoughts on whether the persistence of that
bottom-up tradition is after all an advantage.

Fujimoto carries to the mid-1990s the story of his
1991 book with Clark on the sources of Japan’s
comparative advantage in automobiles, and the way
it has been eroded by American catch-up. Those of
us who found it hard to believe that Toyota pros-
pered because it offered consumers a choice on 57
dimensions for the same model are apparently vindi-
cated. Price counts after all, and Japanese manufac-
turers are abandoning baroque perfectionism and
making their designs as well as their production
processes leaner.

Suzuki describes processes of automation in the
white goods industry and urges that scale economies
as well as incremental improvement in process tech-
nology are a not-to-be-underestimated part of pro-
ductivity growth. Kimura’s story of competition in

Žthe semiconductor industry shows with a regression
.whose variables are not all clearly specified that

Ž .technological leadership in MOS technology at least
Žwas an important determinant of market share. Note

.the dependent variable; not profitability. Written
about 1994, his future scenarios concentrate on the
possibility of some new MOS-supplanting technol-
ogy leaving Japanese producers behind. The South
Korean challenge gets a single sentence.

In the last of the four industry studies, Yonekura
looks at an industry where at least two world-beating
innovations were anything but incremental: viz., in
steel, the basic oxygen furnace and continuous cast-
ing. He offers a Hirschmanite theory of unbalanced
growth to explain why one radical innovation leads
to others, and also stresses the role—since 1915,
indeed—of the Iron and Steel Institute in both dif-

Žfusing and developing technology. What about high
.investmentrhigh growth rates, too?
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Not exactly an industry study but one that deals
with a specific field is Miyagawa’s paper on the
environment which details the strong role of legal
compulsion in pollution control, contrasting with the
importance of price incentives in energy-saving. Can
price mechanisms be made to work, he asks, for the
greenhouse gases too?

On the innovation infrastructure there are five
papers if one can count in that category Odagiri and
Yasuda’s on overseas R & D establishments of

Ž .Japanese firms and the extent still limited to which
they are going beyond product localization roles to
complement the home effort in basic and applied
research. Kusunoki and Numamugi provide a wealth
of empirical detail to show how engineers’ careers
are shaped within firms, and the extent of the re-
search-to-production personnel transitions. Goto de-
scribes the curate’s-egg nature of collaborative R&D

Žschemes some irrelevant waste of taxpayers’ money
.as well as substantial pay-offs , and Yamamura of-

fers the usual lament over the feeble contribution of
Japan’s universities to the national innovation effort
—though with details of the gradual growth both in

Ž .substantively useful and not just credentialling
masters courses in engineering, and in research col-
laboration with industry. On the patent system, Okada
and Asaba examine four hypotheses to explain why
Japan differs from other major countries in that
patent applications per unit of R&D or per capita
scientific manpower show no trend to decline. Of the
four, they appear to conclude that the maintenance of
inventive potential is the most plausible. Unfortu-
nately the four did not include the obvious one that
in Japan encouragement to make a patent application
was more often used as a morale-booster by research
managements.

Altogether a useful collection. Nothing in it, how-
ever, answers my 64 trillion dollar question: of the
two recipes—on the one hand, excellent university
graduate research benefitting from defence spin-off,
high inward brain drain, strong venture capital firms,
highly mobile research labour force, and Silicon
Valley type entrepreneurship, all offering fabulous
personal monetary rewards; on the other hand, strong
basic education, supplementation of brain resources
in overseas R&D establishments, lifetime employ-
ment, close-knit research teamwork, and capital from

Žthe deep pockets of a long-term-oriented Hitachi, or

.Siemens or IBM, for that matter , all offering very
modest personal rewards—which will in the end
prove the more successful?

Ronald Dore
Saitama University
Graduate School of Policy Science
Urawa, Saitama
338 Japan

Ž .PII S0048-7333 98 00045-6

Frederick Betz, Managing Technological InnoÕa-
tion, CompetitiÕe AdÕantage from Change, John Wi-
ley and Sons, New York, 1998, xiÕq369 pp.

Management of technology can have many mean-
ings. The author chooses three dimensions to orga-
nize his presentation: focus on leadership or systems,
emphasis on planning or implementation, and per-
spective of governments or business. These define
the eight chapters of the text which appear in an
order that is not easily understood. At first, contex-
tual issues are covered in chapters dealing with
technology systems, innovation processes and the
enterprise system. Then, technology strategy, high-
tech ventures and research and development are con-
sidered. Finally, technology operations and strategy
integration are topics. Thus, the strength of the book
is the integration of multiple perspectives on the
management of technology.

However, not all chapters follow the overall out-
line defined by the criteria. For instance, in the
chapter on research and development that should be
characterized by a leadership focus, an implementa-
tion emphasis and a government perspective, one
also finds information on the institutionalization of
industrial R&D laboratories, careers of research per-
sonnel, and structural organization of R&D depart-
ments in industry.

Management of technology is viewed as concern-
ing a broadly defined innovation process, ranging
from inventive activities to market introduction, and
considering both technological and organizational
change. The various terms are clearly defined. For
each of the issues the generally accepted state of the
art is presented. This leaves little space for critical
remarks. For instance, criticisms of the Kondratieff
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long waves are not mentioned, nor are the ‘limits’ of
S-curves of technological developments. The pre-
sentation is mostly narrative, making use of a large
number of very interesting cases and leading to
thought-provoking think-pieces ‘for reflection’ at the
end of each chapter. However, clear answers are not
always provided. For instance, the short piece on
project selection is critical of using formal tech-
niques without giving advice on alternatives. This is
even more surprising as it follows after a presenta-
tion of projected cash flow curves, discounted cash
flow, and the notion of technical risks. The vast
collection of very interesting case material and con-
cepts is not free of lesser mistakes. Thus, the first
name of Kondratieff should read Nikolai D.; after an
unfortunate history of Franco–German wars we
should be happy not to register an additional one in
1875. The first German industrial R&D laboratories
should not be attributed to the IG Farben, which
came into life only in the 1920s, but to its precursor
firms.

Betz has written an integrative overview on the
many aspects of management of technology which
can serve well as an introductory text for self-study
or undergraduate courses. His appreciation of histori-
cal developments is a nice addition to a field in
which other authors often discover only seemingly
new problems. Similar challenges have successfully
been met by our ancestors, although perhaps without
recourse to a tool box that is so well filled as
demonstrated by this book.

Professor Dr. Klaus K. Brockhoff
Institute of Research on Innovation Management
University of Kiel
D 24098 Kiel
Germany
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